
 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
APEX Ammunition Introduces Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Habitat Waterfowl Blend 

 
Columbus, Miss. (September 22, 2022) – APEX Ammunition, makers of premium, ultra-high-
density Tungsten Super Shot (TSS) shotshells, is pleased to introduce its new limited-edition, 
Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Habitat Waterfowl Blend.  

Available in 3-inch, 12-gauge shells, this handcrafted “duplex load” combines No. 8 TSS with 
No. 3 S3 zinc-plated steel for a versatile, hard-hitting load whether you are shooting over 
decoys on opening day or trying to bring down warier, late-season waterfowl. 

The zinc coating on the premium grade APEX steel shot ensures uniform pellets for optimum 
patterning in a steel load and, when combined with 18.1 g/cc TSS, helps deliver a harder hitting 
payload with improved terminal performance to reduce crippling. 

“We are excited to partner with our friends at Mossy Oak on this new offering,” said Jason 
Lonsberry, CEO, APEX Ammunition. “This load comes in a box featuring the Mossy Oak 
Shadow Grass Habitat camo pattern and offers hunters a new combination of shot sizes with 
deep penetration and lethal energy transfer.” 

“Mossy Oak is excited to partner with APEX, one of the most reputable ammo manufacturers, to 
offer waterfowl hunters the Shadow Grass Habitat Waterfowl Blend that brings the best of both 
worlds for waterfowl ammo into one shell,” said Chris Paradise, Chief Sales Officer of Mossy 
Oak. 

The Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Habitat Waterfowl Blend is available for purchase through the 
APEX Store, Mack’s Prairie Wings, and Rogers Sporting Goods.  

MSRP: $51.99 (per 25 round box) or $489.99 (per case -10 boxes) 

About APEX Ammunition 
What started in 2017 with a few handmade shells for a hunting trip with buddies has become an 
obsession to provide wingshooters with the absolute best performing ammunition possible. 
Founded by U.S. Veterans and hunting enthusiasts in the great state of Mississippi, APEX 
Ammunition pioneered the commercial application of ultra-high-density Tungsten Super Shot to  
create the hardest hitting, most accurate shot loads in the business. The driving principle behind 
the company’s continued quest for innovation and better performance is its commitment to 
delivering a hunting experience like no other. For more information, visit ApexAmmunition.com. 
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https://apexmunition.com/product/mossy-oak-shadowgrass-habitat-blend/
https://www.mackspw.com/Apex-Waterfowl-TSS-S3-3-8-Blend-12-Ga-3-1-5-16-Oz-Mossy-Oak-Exclusive-250-Rd
https://www.rogerssportinggoods.com/apex-12ga-3inch-tungsten-steel-blend-mossy-oak-waterfowl-load
http://www.apexmunition.com/
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